Minor in English Education Program Sheet

The minor in English Education is a **24-credit** minor that **includes 16 credits of English Education coursework**. Students may then choose to pursue a general pathway of **8 elective credits** or a **pre-licensure pathway of 8 credits**. The elective courses can be selected from courses focused on English education, general education, or educational methods.

**Core Courses** (16 credits – required)

- **SED EN 512**: Methods of Teaching Writing in Secondary English Language Arts (4cr) – 1 unit in both IIC and CRI*; undergrads only, meets w/ SED EN 712
- **SED EN 501**: Teaching Classic and Contemporary Texts (4cr)
- **CAS/SED EN 538**: Teaching American Literature (4cr) – 1 unit in both IIC and TWC*
- **SED EN 500**: Lesson Design and Instruction Delivery in the Humanities (2cr) – 1 unit in OSC*
- **SED EN 630**: Educating for Equity and Literacy in the Humanities (2cr)

**Elective Courses** (8 credits)

Additional elective courses in education to be selected in consultation with the student’s advisor.

**OR** Pre-licensure pathway (8 credits):

- **SED TL 525** Teaching English Learners: Middle/High School (4cr)
- **SED DS 502** Adolescent Development (2cr) **or** **SED SE 510** Introduction to Special Education (2cr)
- **SED EN 520** Pre-practicum in English Education (2cr)

---

* covers HUB unit(s)

★ Please use this as a guide, and contact whestu@bu.edu with any questions!
★ https://tinyurl.com/englishedminor